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SUMMARY

In this paper, we propose a distributed topology management algorithm, named T-Must, which orchestrates
coalition formation game between camera and scalar sensor (SS) nodes, for use in wireless multimedia
sensor networks. In the proposed solution, connectivity among the peer camera sensor (CS) nodes is main-
tained, and coverage is ensured between them. Only the scalar data are not sufficient to describe an event in
a particular monitored area. In many cases, multimedia data (specifically, video data) are required to provide
more precise information about the event. As the CS nodes, which sense and transmit multimedia data, are
costlier than the SS nodes, the former are deployed in the monitored area in lesser numbers compared to
the latter ones. In case of CS nodes, power consumption due to sensing is also significant, similar to power
consumption for the transmission and reception of packets. Therefore, in this work, in order to increase the
network lifetime, topology is controlled by forming coalition between the CS and SS nodes. Upon occur-
rence of an event, the SS nodes send scalar data to their associated CS nodes. If the scalar data received from
SS nodes cross a preconfigured threshold, the associated CS node in the coalition starts sensing the event,
captures the video data, and forwards the video data toward other coalitions or sink. Copyright © 2014 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the problem of topology management in a wireless multimedia sensor networks
(WMSNs). Usually, a WMSN deployment consists of a combination of different camera sensor (CS)
nodes or CS nodes in conjunction with scalar sensor (SS) nodes (e.g., temperature, light, and motion
sensor node) [1–5]. However, in many WMSN applications, it is required to have video data from
the monitoring area. The physical scalar data are not sufficient enough to thoroughly monitor events
such as forest fire, intruders, toxic gases, or location detection of survivors in a rescue operation in
the monitoring area. Video data are more informational than the simple scalar data. The following
examples motivate how video data help to monitor a region under observation.

Sudden accident in coal mine can increase temperature, and the level of CO2, methane, and
other gases. Using only SS nodes, it is difficult to know the condition of the affected people in the
monitored region. However, if CS nodes are present, they can capture the video of the event region
and send such information to the base station. So, video data can provide better monitoring of the
affected region.

Video data enable end users to visually identify the real impact of an event, be conscious of what is
happening in the environment, and plan actions accordingly, to detect objects, intruders, or analyze
scenes. Due to sensing, transmitting, and other communication mechanism, energy constraints in the
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CS nodes are stricter [1] than those in the SS nodes, because video content creates a huge amount
of data that has to be processed, transmitted, and forwarded.

Along with transmission, sensing also consumes substantial energy in case of CS nodes [6,7]. So,
in order to prevent continuous sensing of a monitored area, a CS node is triggered for sensing and
transmission of video data in case of special events, based on scalar data measurements taken by the
SS nodes. As both the SS and CS nodes are scatteredly deployed over the whole region, the map-
ping between such sensor nodes is a crucial aspect of study. Large amount of energy is expended on
communication involving video data. Consequently, congestion is triggered, which, in turn, leads
to packet loss. It incurs energy consumption of the nodes unnecessarily, thereby reducing network
lifetime. To avoid such unwanted circumstances, we propose coalition formation involving SS and
CS nodes using coalition formation game so that a subset of SS nodes reports to a particular CS
node. In each coalition, one CS node acts as a coalition head (CH), and a subset of SS nodes plays
as coalition members. We also ensure connectivity among CS nodes and full coverage by them.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work.
Section 3 states the energy consumption model for message transmission and reception. In Section 4,
we state the deployment of both CSs and SSs, and problem overview. In Section 5, we provide
system model. Topology maintenance is illustrated in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss simula-
tion setup and performance evaluation of the proposed approach considering different performance
metric. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many different ways to extend the network lifetime of WMSNs at network protocol and
device levels. In this section, we discuss only the approaches related to the proposed method. The
proposed approach is based on coalition formation of heterogeneous nodes consisting of SS and
CS nodes. In each coalition, the SS nodes sense and transmit scalar data to CS node upon occur-
rence of an event. When an anomaly occurs, associated CS nodes sense and transmit video data.
This increases the lifetime of the network by not unnecessarily surveilling the monitored field
continuously with network cameras.

A number of clustering algorithms are proposed in the last few years. They only considered
generating minimum number of clusters to enhance network lifetime and data throughput [8–11],
and provide load balancing [12, 13] and fault tolerance [14]. Because the sensing coverage of the
cluster heads, and in most cases, the connectivity among them, is not a major concern in WSNs,
none of these clustering algorithms is designed to select cluster heads in the process of achieving
maximum coverage. In our case, coverage, connectivity, and network lifetime maximization are the
main objectives. In [15], topology discovery and management are considered by selectively activat-
ing optimum number of nodes by applying Markov Decision Processes (MDP). As the proposed
approach in our work considers both CSs and SSs, the approach proposed in [15] cannot be applied.

To increase the network lifetime, different MAC-level protocols [16–20] are proposed for saving
limited battery power. In a work [21] by Tseng et al., a network-layer protocol is taken into con-
sideration only to prolong the lifetime of the nodes in the routing path computed. None of these
protocols considers how the overall network lifetime can be improved. They do not take into account
coverage and connectivity, whereas the proposed protocol considers network lifetime, coverage, and
connectivity.

Misra et al. [22] considered the coverage of the monitored region and connectivity among the
homogeneous sensor nodes. This algorithm is not designed for use in WMSNs having heterogeneous
sensor nodes in terms of circuit complexity, battery power, and so on.

Dai and Akyildiz [23] studied the camera selection problem. This work does not consider the
interaction between the SS and CS nodes. It focuses on camera orientation and how the orientation
contributes to entropy. Upon the occurrence of an event, the set of CSs providing the highest entropy
is chosen as candidates for transmitting data to the sink. On the other hand, the SensEye [24] project
considers the deployment of SS nodes and pan–tilt–zoom (PTZ) cameras, and explores the problem
of dynamic camera actuation. Vibration sensor nodes are used to detect moving objects and activate
the necessary cameras to record the event. Three levels of camera (from CMUCam to PTZ) are used.
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Instead of focusing on the event coverage issues for redundant data elimination, SensEye focuses
primarily on the quality of object tracking. In addition to this, it can be applied only indoors, where
there are no energy constraints.

Andrew and Kemal [25] studied the problem of distributed camera actuation. The CS and SS
nodes are randomly deployed. The CS nodes, which obtain event information, exchange their field
of views (FoVs) with their neighbors, before they decide to be actuated. The size of the event area
is determined by counting the number of SS nodes. Based on this information, the CS nodes, which
hear from higher number of SS nodes, are given higher priority in actuation. The nodes with lower
priority need to wait to hear from other CS nodes about the spot already covered by them. The CS
nodes are randomly deployed, and their connectivity is not ensured. Also, due to random deployment
of CS nodes, the full coverage of the event cannot be ensured.

Peiravi et al. [26] proposed multiobjective two-nested genetic algorithm, named Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA), to obtain optimum clustering of homogeneous WSN. It works well
compared to LEACH and other GA-based clustering methods. However, it cannot be used in our
case, as in our topology, heterogeneous sensor nodes are considered, and ensuring event coverage is
an important aspect.

Madani et al. [27] consider two routing protocols that work well both for static and mobile WSN.
It provides high network lifetime, high packet delivery ratio, and high network throughput. However,
heterogeneous networks involving CSs and SSs are not considered. Using this clustering approach,
the coverage of the event occurrence cannot be ensured. So, it cannot be used for our proposed
WMSN topology.

3. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL

Energy consumption in wireless sensors is measured based on transmission and reception [28].

PT .d/D PT0CPA.d/D PT0C
PTx.d/

�

PR D PR0

(1)

where PT and PR denote the power consumption due to transmission and reception, respectively,
PA is the power consumption of the power amplifier, d is the distance between the transmitter
and receiver, PT0 and PR0 are the power consumption of the transmitting and receiving circuitry,
respectively, PTx is the output power at the antenna that depends on the distance d , and � is the
drain efficiency of the power amplifier.

Considering a channel in which path loss is predominant, and secondary effects such as multipath
and doppler are negligible, the received power at the receiver at distance d from the transmitter is
given by

PRx D
PTx �GTx �GRx � �

2

.4�/2 � d˛ �L
, (2)

wherePTx is the transmitted power,GTx is the transmitter antenna gain,GRx is the receiver antenna
gain,L.> 1/ is the system loss factor, � is the wavelength in meters, and ˛ is the path loss exponent.
For free space, the value of ˛ is 2 dB. The gain of an antenna is related to its aperture Ae by

G D
4� � �Ae

�2
. (3)

GTx and GRx are dimensionless quantities. The system loss factor (L) is due to the transmission
line attenuation, filter losses, and antenna losses in the communication system. When there is no
loss in the system hardware (i.e., LD 1), the received power PRx can be expressed as

PRx D
PTx

A� d˛
, (4)
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where A is determined by .4�/2

GTx�GRx��2
. From Equations .1/ and .4/, we can determine the power

consumption for transmission between two nodes as follows:

PT .d/D PT0C
PRx �A� d

˛

�
. (5)

Considering � D PRxmin �A, where PRxmin is the minimum reception power for a variable com-
munication, the minimum power consumption to transmit data from one sensor node to another is
given by

PT .d/D PT0C
� � d˛

�
. (6)

So, the minimum energy consumption to transmit a packet ofN bits from one sensor node to another
with a constant data rate R is given by

ET .d/D
PT .d/�N

R
. (7)

Similarly, energy consumption to receive a packet of N bits by a sensor node is given by

ER D
PR �N

R
. (8)

4. NODE DEPLOYMENT AND PROBLEM OVERVIEW

4.1. Deployment of camera sensor nodes

Camera sensors are deployed in a grid-based architecture over the whole region so that they are
positioned at the grid intersection and can interconnect with their peers. To preserve full sensing
coverage of the entire area under observation, the side of each grid is considered to be equal to the
sensing range of the CSs. It is assumed that the transmission range of a sensor node is at least twice
its sensing range. So, each CS can communicate with many other CSs in its surrounding. After CSs
deployment, the grid structure made of CSs looks as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Grid-based deployment of camera sensor nodes.
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4.2. Connectivity of camera sensor nodes

We use the following three communication primitives:

� broadcast .u,m/: It is used by node u to send a message m with power pmax , which is the
maximum power cost for transmission. It results in all nodes in the set ¹vjp.d.u, v//6 pmaxº
receiving m.
� send .u, v,m,p/: It is used by node u to send message m to v with power p. This is used for

point-to-point communication.
� receive .u, v,m/: It is used by node u to receive message m from v.

After the deployment of CSs, their connectivity plays a major role in maximizing the network
lifetime. The larger the transmission power, the more is the energy cost for communication, and
the more is the interference caused at the other nodes. To reduce transmission power and also the
effect of interference to the other nodes, a relative neighborhood graph (RNG) is created from the
given transmission graph. By creating RNG, minimum power is assigned to each CS node so that
connectivity among the neighbors is preserved with minimum power consumption. Thus, network
lifetime is maximized.

In case of CSs, although sensing and computation cause increased energy consumption,
considering energy cost due to transmission is also a significant factor for increasing network
lifetime. In order to maintain connectivity with its neighbors, a CS operates with maximum trans-
mission power, which is the power cost for broadcast communication. It is assumed that the
transmission cost is symmetric. So, a packet from CSi can reach CSj at certain power consump-
tion level and packet from CSj can also reach CSi at the cost of same power consumption.
We want to maximize the network lifetime by assigning minimum power for communication,
while maintaining network connectivity. The reduced power level of communication also helps in
reducing interference. The transmission structure of the network connecting CSs is modeled as a
RNG.G/ D .V ,Erng/ with an associated edge cost function c W Erng ! Œ0,pmax�, which gives
the minimum power necessary to use the link. A packet from CSi can reach CSj if the transmission
power p.CSi / satisfies p.CSi / > c.CSi ,CSj /. So, the power consumption of CSs when forming
coalitions with SSs decreases, thereby increasing the lifetime of the network, while the CSs are
connected. Given the transmission graph G.V ,E/ and an edge cost function c W E ! Œ0,pmax�,
a graph RNG.G/ D .V ,Erng/ is created with Erng � E and power assignment p.u/ D
max.u,v/2Erngc.u, v/. To guarantee connectivity between the CSs, the properties of RNG are used
in this section.

4.2.1. Relative neighborhood graph. The RNG [29] is a graph reduction method. Given an ini-
tial graph G, the RNG extracted from G is a graph with reduced number of edges but with
the same number of vertices. CSs are the vertices of the initial graph G. If two CSs com-
municate directly, there is an edge between them. Two CSs communicate with each other, if
their distance is less than the communication range. In the initial graph, all CSs have the
same communication range. To create RNG from the initial graph, an edge between two CSs
is removed, if there exists another CS that is at lower distance from both the CSs. To pre-
serve the connectivity of the CSs in the whole network, each CS preserves the connectivity with
its neighbors.

Definition 1
Let G D .V ,E/ be a graph representing the CS network, and V is the set of vertices representing
CSs. E � V 2 is the set of edges defined by E D ¹.u, v/ 2 V 2ju¤ v ^ d.u, v/ 6 Rº, where d../ is
the distance between u and v, and R is the communication range of the CS.

Definition 2
The set of 1-hop neighbors of a CS u is denoted by N.u/ and is defined by N.u/D ¹v 2 V j.u, v/ 2
Eº. jN.u/j is used to denote the number of neighbor CSs of the CS u.
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Definition 3
RNG.G/ D .V ,Erng/ is the RNG corresponding to the graph G D .V ,E/, where Erng D
¹.u, v/ 2EjÀw 2 .N.u/[N.v//^ d.u,w/ < d.u, v/^ d.v,w/ < d.u, v/º.

The RNG edge construction approach is depicted in Figure 2. The lune between u and v must be
empty of any other node w for .u, v/ to be included in the RNG. The intersection of the circles of
radius d.u, v/ of nodes u and v helps in creating the lune boundary.

Theorem 1
RNG.G/ D .V ,Erng/ preserves the connectivity of G D .V ,E/, that is, RNG.G/ is strongly
connected if G is strongly connected.

Proof
Suppose G is strongly connected. For any two vertices (CSs) u, v 2 V(G), there exists at least
one path p D .u0 D u,u1,u2, : : : ,ut�1,ut D v/ from u to v, where .ui ,uiC1/ 2 RNG for
i D 0, 1, : : : , t � 1. Because .ui ,uiC1/ is connected, .u, v/ is also connected. �

Figure 2. Edge construction in RNG.

Figure 3. Relative neighborhood graph of camera sensor nodes constructed from initial graph (Figure 1).
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Definition 4
RNG.u/ is the set of neighbors of a CS u in RNG.G/ graph. RNG.u/ D ¹v 2 N.u/j.u, v/ 2
Erngº. jRNG.u/j is used to denote the number of nodes in RNG.u/.

The RNG.G/D .V ,Erng/, consisting of CSs, is constructed from the initial graph G D .V ,E/
using Algorithm 1. Minimum energy is assigned to the CSs for broadcasting message to their respec-
tive neighbors. So, energy consumption of each CS due to communication with its neighbors will
be reduced over the whole network, thereby increasing the network lifetime. Figure 3 shows the
constructed RNG.

Complexity analysis of relative neighborhood graph formation algorithm:
We analyze the time and message complexity for the RNG Formation Algorithm. The time com-
plexity is defined as the total run time for all CSs during the execution of the algorithm. On the
other hand, the message complexity is defined as the total number of messages transmitted during
the execution of the algorithm. For broadcasting a Beacon message, O.n/ time units are spent for n
CSs. The total time units for receiving broadcast messages for n CSs are O.kn/, where k .k << n/
is the maximum number of neighbors for each CS. The cost for forming RNG for n CSs is O.n2/.
The total cost for n CSs for minimum power assignment to each CS in the RNG formed is O.ln/
time units, where l (l << n) is maximum number of RNG neighbors. Hence, the time complexity
of forming RNG.G/D .V ,Erng/ from G D .V ,E/ is O.n/CO.kn/CO.n2/CO.ln/DO.n2/.
On the other hand, the total message complexity for forming RNG is O.n/ C O.kn/ D O.kn/,

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Commun. Syst. (2014)
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where the first one is for sending broadcast messages and the latter one is for receiving broadcast
messages from at most k neighbors by one CS.

4.3. Deployment of scalar sensor nodes

Scalar sensors are deployed in a randomly uniform manner over the whole region, assuming that all
SSs have the same sensing capabilities. The minimum number of SSs .SSnum/ required to monitor
an area (A) is given by Equation (9), where rs represents the sensing range of each SS node [30,31].

SSnum D
2A�

rs2
p
27

(9)

After deployment of CS and SS nodes, the topology formed consisting of heterogeneous sensor
nodes is shown in Figure 4.

4.4. Assumptions

We have made the following assumptions in this work.

A1. The characteristics of the deployment region is known in advance so that SSs can be deployed
in a uniform random manner.

A2. CSs are able to change their sensing orientation.
A3. CSs are positioned at the grid intersection.
A4. SSs do not send any false (or missed alarm) that affects the reliability of an event.

4.5. Problem overview

We are motivated to provide a solution under the constraints of event coverage and connectivity
among CSs, and the network lifetime of the CSs. Specifically, our objective is to design a dis-
tributed topology management scheme, named T-Must, to provide certain features and reporting of
events, occurring at any time from the event area to the control center. The features of the proposed
solution are the following.

� The coverage of the event is rendered in negligible time, before the event propagates larger than
a certain threshold.
� All the live CSs are connected.

Figure 4. Wireless multimedia sensor networks topology.
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� There is a shortest path from the CS at the event area to the control center.
� The average lifetime of the network is increased.

The CSs are placed using grid-based architecture so that connectivity among the peers is preserved
and full coverage of the monitored field is maintained. The SSs are uniformly distributed in a random
fashion over the whole region. The initial topology is constructed by adopting distributed coalition
between the SSs and CSs so that each SS coalesces with the proper CS, based on its utility with
minimum energy consumption for information exchange. Each CS includes in a coalition those SSs,
which are within its sensing range. In the topology maintenance phase, the SSs apply a switching
rule to switch from one coalition to another, in order to maintain balance in energy consumption
over the whole network.

5. SYSTEM MODEL

Topology management consists of two phases: topology construction and topology maintenance.
The initial topology is constructed by coalescing the SSs and the CSs. A SS reports the sensed data
to the CS and each CS to the other CSs or control center. When scalar data received by a CS cross
a certain threshold, it starts sensing video data and sends the sensed data toward the control center.
For this, the SSs are considered to be within the respective CS’s sensing range. In this paper, we
propose to promote (and thus, formulate) cooperation between the SS and CS nodes using a coali-
tion formation game framework [32–35]. During coalition formation, some energy is lost because
of information exchange. Every SS is considered to be omnidirectional. Every CS has a FoV. Each
of these sensor nodes has the capability of changing its sensing orientation.

5.1. Utility function

To optimize the reduction of energy consumption of CSs for sensing an event, the CSs form multiple
coalitions with different SSs. The CSs choose those SSs that can report the event within their sensing
range

�
Rcss

�
. The coalitions are disjoint. The SSs primarily act as players, and the CSs coordinate

with the SSs for coalition formation. The energy cost, EikT , spent on communication between the
i th SS and the kth CS is measured using Equation (7). Using coalition game theory, topology is
constructed by information exchange between the SSs and CSs so that energy consumption for infor-
mation exchange reduces, and the SSs are within the CSs’ sensing ranges. So, the utility function
for the i th SS for coalition formation with the kth CS is defined as follows:

Ui
�
E
ssi
T ,EcskR

�
D

´
1�

E ik
T

E
ssi
res

C 1�
E
csk
R

E
csk
res

if d.ssi , csk/ < R
csk
s ,

0 otherwise.
(10)

or

Ui
�
E
ssi
T ,EcskR

�
D

´
2�

E ik
T

E
ssi
res

�
E
csk
R

E
csk
res

if d.ssi , csk/ < R
csk
s ,

0 otherwise.
(11)

where Essires is the residual energy of the i th SS, EcskR is the receiving energy cost for the kth CS,
and Ecskres is the residual energy of the kth CS.

Utility indicates the willingness of a SS to form coalition with a CS. The higher value of utility
of a SS with respect to a CS indicates that the SS is highly willing to form coalition with that CS.

When an event occurs in a particular area, the source CS sends the data from the event area to the
control center using the shortest path. The CSs along the routing path for that particular event are
depleted of their residual energies. So, the SSs associated with the CSs in the respective coalitions
may continue to remain in the same coalition or leave that coalition to join the neighbor coalition
by using their utilities. Therefore, after each event occurrence, the SSs, as players, can move among
neighbor coalitions so that better coverage of the event can be rendered and reported to the live CSs.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Commun. Syst. (2014)
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5.2. Initial topology formation: coalition formation game

Topology construction is strongly based on cooperation, in which the SSs connect and cooperate
with the CSs in communication, to increase the network lifetime. Coalition formation game theory
provides analytic tools to study the behavior of SSs as rational players. It is used to form topology
in a distributed manner.

The strategy of a player is to form coalition, and payoff is the utility defined in Equation (11).
Thus, the introduction of cooperation between SSs and CSs can be modeled as a coalition game
with non-transferable utility (NTU) [36].

Definition 5
A coalition game with NTU is defined by the pair .N , v/, where N is the set of players and v is a
mapping such that for every coalition S � N , v.S/ is a closed convex subset of RS that contains
the utility vectors that the players in S can achieve.

For the proposed game, the mapping is defined as

v.S/D ¹x.S/ 2RS jxi .S/D Ui ,8i 2 S º. (12)

Definition 6

A subset of CSs, which are neighbors to the i th SS, is defined as N.SSi / D
°
CSj 2 V

ˇ̌̌
d.SSi ,CSj /6RSSiT

±
, where RSSiT is the transmission range of SSi .

Coalition formation is described in Algorithm 2. CSs broadcast Hello messages. Hello message
contains CS_Id , Ecsres , and Rcss .

After executing the algorithm, the coalition produced looks as in Figure 5.

Example
We illustrate how the coalitions are constructed based on utility. Every SS forms its coalition, based
on its maximum utility. We take only small portion from our large data set to describe the SSs

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Commun. Syst. (2014)
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Figure 5. Initial topology.
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and their utilities to form the topology. Coalition number indicates the corresponding CS. Figure 6
illustrates the SSs and their corresponding utilities to form the respective coalitions.

The SSs sense and transmit data to the CH over a single hop. The CSs relay data outside the
coalition toward other CHs or BS. However, when the value of the data sensed by a SS crosses
a threshold, the CS starts sensing the event and sends video data outside the coalition to a CH in
another coalition or to the BS. Thus, by constructing topology using coalition game theory, the total
energy consumption by the CS and SS nodes is reduced significantly, thereby increasing the network
lifetime.

Property 1
In the proposed game, the coalition value of each coalition Si is equal to the utility of each SS in
that coalition.

Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Commun. Syst. (2014)
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So, the coalition value for the coalition Si is represented as

v.Si /D ¹U1.Si /,U2.Si /, : : : ,UjSi j.Si /º. (13)

Consequently, the proposed .N , v/ coalition game has a NTU. The coalition value v.Si / cannot be
arbitrarily apportioned among the players of a coalition. In general, coalition game-based problems
seek to characterize the properties and the stability of the grand coalition of all the players, as it
is assumed that the grand coalition maximizes the utilities of the players [36]. For the proposed
algorithm, grand coalition will never form.

Property 2
For the proposed .N , v/ game, disjoint independent coalitions will be produced in the network.

Proof
For grand coalition formation, all players (SSs) should be in grand coalition. But in our proposed
approach, the SSs form coalition with CSs for topology management. When all SSs choose one CS
(say CSi ), the grand coalition will be formed if d.CSi ,SSj / < R

CSi
S 8j 2 N and d.CSi ,SSj / <

R
SSj
T . However, our proposed approach cannot satisfy earlier condition. Therefore, in our case, SSs

will produce disjoint coalitions with their near CSs. �

Coalition formation is a topic of high interest in game theory [37]. An important goal is to find
algorithms for characterizing the coalition structures that form a network where grand coalition is
not possible.

Definition 7
A collection of coalitions, denoted as S , is defined as the set S D ¹S1,S2, : : : ,Smº of mutually dis-

joint coalitions Si � N . If the coalition collection spans all the players of N
�

i.e., [mjD1Sj DN
�

,

the collection is a partition of N .

6. TOPOLOGY MAINTENANCE

Energy consumption of both the CSs and SSs may become disproportional with the lapse of time.
Topology maintenance is taken into account after each event occurs in the monitored region. To
ensure fair energy consumption for both types of nodes, and reliable sensing of events by CSs,
the topology should be adaptive in nature. Therefore, the SSs should have preference over CSs in
respect of their association with one another.

Definition 8
For any player i 2 N , a preference relation or order �i is defined as a complete and transitive
binary relation over the set of all coalitions that the player i can possibly form, that is, the set
¹Sk �N I i 2 Skº.

Therefore, for a player i 2N , given two coalitions S1 �N and S2 �N such that i 2 S1 and i 2
S2. S1 �i S2 implies that player i prefers to be a member of coalition S1 over S2, or i is indifferent
between S1 and S2. Further, using the asymmetric counterpart of �i , denoted as �i , S1 �i S2
indicates that player i strictly prefers being a member S1 over S2. A suitable preference relation �i
indicates that player i strictly prefers being a member of S1 over being a member of S2. For every
application, an adequate preference relation �i can be defined to allow the players to quantify their
preferences, depending on their parameters of interest.

For the proposed coalition formation game, we propose the following preference relation for any
SSi 2Nas W

S1 �i S2, wi .S1/ > wi .S2/, (14)
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where S1,S2 � N are two arbitrary coalitions containing SSi , that is, i 2 S1 and i 2 S2, and wi is
a preference function defined for any SSi 2N and any coalition S , such that i 2 S , as follows:

wi .S/D

²
xi .S/, if Essires > 0 AND E

CSS
res > 0

�1, otherwise
(15)

where xi .S/ is the utility received by SSi in coalition S as given by Equation (15).

6.1. Topology maintenance: coalition restructuring rule

In order to restructure the topology based on the SSs preferences, we propose the following rule:

Definition 9
Switch rule: Given a partition …D ¹S1,S2, : : : ,Smº of SSs set N , SSi decides to leave its current
coalition Sj , for some j 2 ¹1, 2, : : : ,mº and joins another coalition Sk 2…[¹�º,Sj ¤ Sk , thereby
forming another partition …0 D ¹… n ¹Sj ,Skºº [ ¹Sj n ¹iº,Sk [ ¹iºº, iff Sk [ ¹iº �i Sj . Hence,
¹Sj ,Skº ! ¹Sj n ¹iº,Sk [ ¹iºº and …!…0.

The switch rule provides a mechanism using which any SS is able to take an individual decision
to leave its current coalition Sj and joins a different coalition Sk 2…, as long as Sk [¹iº �i Sj , as
per Equations (14) and (15).

Performing switch rule in the T-Must topology maintenance phase is illustrated in Algorithm 3.
Here, some of the SSs leave their current coalition and join a new one. The restructured topology is
shown in Figure 7.

Theorem 2
Beginning with an initial network partition …init of disjoint coalitions, the topology restructuring
algorithm always converges to a final network partition …f inal composed of a number of disjoint
coalitions of SSs.

Figure 7. Topology restructuring in the topology maintenance phase.
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Proof
The SSs leave a coalition and join a new one, using the switch rule, based on their willingness,
thereby yielding a new partition of coalitions. The proposed topology maintenance algorithm is a
sequence of switch operations to produce new partition of coalitions. The total number of coalitions
equals the number of CSs or less than that. After a sequence of switch operations, the initial partition
…init always converges to the final partition …f inal . �

We study the stability of the partition …f inal resulting from the convergence of the proposed
algorithm using the concept of nash stability defined as follows.

Definition 10
A partition…D ¹S1,S2, : : : ,Smº is Nash-stable if8i 2N s.t. i 2 Sj ,Sj 2…,Sj �i Sk[¹iº8Sk 2
…[ ¹�º.

It follows from Definition 10 that the partition… is Nash-stable, if no SS has an incentive to move
from its current coalition to another in … or to deviate and act alone.

Proposition 1
Any partition …f inal resulting from the topology restructuring algorithm is Nash-stable.

Proof
If a partition…f inal resulting from topology maintenance algorithm is not Nash-stable, then 9i 2N
with i 2 Sj ,Sj 2 …f inal and a coalition Sk 2 …f inal such that Sk [ ¹iº �i Sj . Hence, SSi
can perform a switch operation that contradicts with the fact that …f inal is the result of the con-
vergence of the proposed algorithm. Thus, any partition …f inal resulting from the algorithm is
Nash-stable. �
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7. SIMULATION SETUP AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We performed MATLAB-based simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
T-Must. We consider a terrain of 600 � 600 m2. The CSs are positioned at the grid intersection of a
grid-based monitored area. The SSs are scattered in a randomly uniform manner over the whole
region. When an event occurs, the SSs in the event area inform their respective CSs. The CSs
sense and send video data to the sink through either the single-hop or the multihop mechanism.
The simulation parameters used for performance evaluation are given in Table I. We consider the
following performance metrics:

� Coverage ratio: It is defined as the portion of the area of an event that is covered by all actuated
CSs with respect to the total area monitored. If s and w be the CS’s sensing range and FoV,
respectively, and b is the area of the monitored region, then coverage ratio rendered by n CSs

in the event area is given by 1�
�
1� s2w

2b

�n
[25].

� Packet delivery ratio as an indication of path connectivity: It is defined as the ratio of the total
number of video packets received at the sink node over the total number of video packets trans-
mitted by the source node. In our approach, the control center acts as the sink node, and the CS
in the event area acts as the source node.
As the video packets are of large size (e.g., 1024 bytes), when the video packets are routed from
the event area to the control center, some CSs in the shortest routing path are depleted of their
battery power. So, the routing paths break because of depletion of battery power. Therefore,
packet delivery ratio subsumes the path connectivity property of the network.
� Network lifetime: This metric represents the number of live CSs at the end of each event

occurrence.
� Residual energy: The residual energy is defined as the average of the remaining energy of all

the CSs in the network at the end of each event occurrence.

Several simulation experiments are conducted to show the performance of the proposed topology
over DCA-SC [25].

7.1. Effect of event radius

It is crucial to observe the coverage provided by the CSs with the increase of the event area. After
long time, when some of CSs exhaust their battery energy, the event cannot always be detected
immediately after its occurrence. When the event spreads over the region, some CSs obtain the
event within its sensing region. So, we vary the size of the event area (its radius) to see its influence

Table I. Simulation parameters.

Parameter name Parameter value

Field size 600� 600 m2

Number of CSs 121
Transmission range of CSs 100 m
Sensing range of CSs 50 m
Number of SSs 600
Transmission range of SSs 50 m
Sensing range of SSs 10 m
Initial energy of CSs 100 J
Initial energy of SSs 20 J
Transmit power for broadcast of CSs .Ptcs / 47.75 mw
Power consumption of transmitting circuitry .PT0/ 15.9 mw
Power consumption of receiving circuitry .PR0/ 22.2 mw
Drain efficiency of power amplifier .�/ 15.7%
Path loss exponent .˛/ 2
Constant value (�) 0.0005

CS, camera sensor; SS, scalar sensor
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Figure 8. Average coverage ratio rendered by camera sensor nodes when an event occurs covering different
areas of the monitored region.

on the coverage ratio. In this experiment, we consider that the initial event area is 100� m2 and the
number of CSs is 121. We compare the performance of T-Must with DCA-SC [25]. Figure 8 shows
that, with an increase in the event radius, the proposed approach renders very high coverage ratio
compared to DCA-SC.

7.2. Effect of number of event occurrences

After the initial deployment of CSs and SSs in the monitoring region, the latter sense the environ-
ment continuously. When an event occurs, these nodes sense the physical phenomena and send the
sensed data to their respective CSs. Upon receiving the scalar data values, the CSs are actuated. The
CSs immediately start sensing the event and send image or video data to the sink or control center.
When the event ends, the CSs stop sensing and become idle. The event can occur randomly over
the entire region. So, the CSs exhaust their battery energy. As a consequence, the lifetime of the
network, connectivity among the CSs, and coverage provided by the CSs are affected. We compare
T-Must with DCA-SC based on these performance metrics.

7.2.1. Coverage ratio. In order to compare the coverage ratio performance of the proposed
approach with DCA-SC, we conducted experiments with the number of event occurrence. The radius
of the event is taken as 10 and 20 m, respectively, in the experiments. Figure 9 reveals that when
the event radius is 10 m, the coverage ratio provided by the proposed approach is greater than that
provided by DCA-SC over the event occurrences. However, when the event radius is 20 m, the
coverage ratio rendered by T-Must is much improved than DCA-SC, for each event over the time.
It is noticeable that with increase in the event radius, the coverage ratio provided by the proposed
approach increases compared to DCA-SC.

7.2.2. Packet delivery ratio. When an event occurs in the monitored region, the CSs die over time.
To measure the path connectivity from the source CS in the event area to the control center, provided
by T-Must, as compared to path connectivity provided by DCA-SC, experiments are conducted
based upon the packet delivery ratio. Figure 10 reveals that during the initial event occurrences,
the packet delivery ratio of the proposed approach is the same as that of DCA-SC. However, as
the number of event occurrences increases, the packet delivery ratio provided by DCA-SC is much
reduced compared to that of T-Must. The underlying reason is the following. When an event occurs
in the monitored region, video data are transferred from the source CS in the event area to the con-
trol center using the shortest path routing. The energy of the CSs along the path is depleted. The
node’s energy depletion due to the data transmission from one node to the next node in each hop
along the path is proportional to the square of the distance between them. On the other hand, energy
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Figure 9. Event coverage ratio rendered by camera sensor nodes due to random event occurrences at
different places on the monitored region.
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Figure 10. Packet delivery ratio as an indication of path connectivity from the source camera sensor in the
event area to the control center after each event occurrence at different places of the monitored region.

depletion due to data reception for each node is same along the path. As all the video data pass
through the CSs near the control center, they die faster than far CSs. In case of DCA-SC, as the
CSs are deployed randomly, the shortest path from the source CS in the event region to the control
center makes the hop-to-hop distance close to its transmission range. All the packets from the event
area cannot reach the control center. Therefore, packet delivery ratio drops as the number of event
occurrence increases. However, in case of T-Must, the distance between two consecutive hops along
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the route from the source to the sink is in most cases half of the transmission range of the CSs.
So, energy is depleted for all nodes homogeneously. The CSs near the control center die at very
lesser rate. Therefore, there is high chance of having a path from source to sink. As a result, packet
delivery ratio in T-Must is very high.

7.2.3. Network lifetime. Experiments are conducted to observe the performance of the proposed
approach over DCA-SC with respect to network lifetime. Figure 11 depicts that the number of live
nodes in the proposed topology is always greater than the number of live nodes in DCA-SC. The
underlying reason is the following. When an event occurs in the monitored region, multimedia data
(video data) are transferred by the CSs from the event area to the control center using shortest path
routing. The energy of the CSs along the path is depleted, and consequently, some of them die. So,
the number of live nodes decreases because of the increase in the number of event occurrences.
The node’s energy depletion due to the data transmission from one node to the next node in each
hop along the path is proportional to the square of the distance between them. On the other hand,
energy depletion due to data reception for each node is same along the path. The distance between
two consecutive hops along the route from source to the destination is in most cases half of the
transmission range of the CSs. So, energy is depleted for all nodes homogeneously along the route
for each event. In case of DCA-SC, as the CSs are deployed randomly, the shortest path from the
source CS in the event region to the sink makes the hop-to-hop distance close to its transmission
range. So, more power is lost on each node along the route. Thus, the number of live nodes after
each event occurrence is less.
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Figure 11. Number of alive camera sensor nodes after each event occurrence.
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Figure 12. Average residual energy of the camera sensor nodes after occurrence of each event.
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7.2.4. Residual energy. In order to compare the performance of residual energy of the proposed
approach with respect to DCA-SC, experiments are conducted for each event. It validates the result
of the residual energy depicted in Figure 11. Figure 12 reveals that the average residual energy of
the proposed approach is always greater than the residual energy of DCA-SC, because of reasons
discussed in Section 7.2.3.

8. CONCLUSION

To obtain precise information of a monitored region, introduction of WMSNs involving CSs and SSs
is crucial in surveillance applications. It is also important to increase the network lifetime and main-
tain connectivity among CSs and coverage rendered by them. The proposed distributed topology
management algorithm T-Must is viable solution to achieve these goals. Through simulation studies,
we see that the proposed algorithm provides substantial performance improvement.

In the future work, we plan to investigate the following. First, we will study our proposed algo-
rithm for the random deployment of CSs. Second, as the CSs rotate their orientation to target the
event in the proposed approach, some amount of energy is lost. So, the future scope of our work
is to study the mechanisms using which the CSs can preserve the coverage offered by the network
without rotating the orientations. The presence of malicious or selfish nodes can affect the network
lifetime. So, finally, using cryptographic algorithm in CSs, we will investigate how we can avoid
attacks on those nodes.
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